Abstract-Wireless signal-based gesture recognition has promoted the developments of VR game, smart home, etc. However, traditional approaches suffer from the influence of the domain gap. Low recognition accuracy occurs when the recognition model is trained in one domain but is used in another domain. Though some solutions, such as adversarial learning, transfer learning and body-coordinate velocity profile, have been proposed to achieve cross-domain recognition, these solutions more or less have flaws.
I. INTRODUCTION Human gesture recognition plays a core role in human computer interaction, meanwhile, it enables many humancentered applications such as patient surveillance, smart home and virtual reality gam. Though traditional approaches have outstanding gesture recognition effectiveness, they are defective more or less. For example, camera-based approaches [1] , [2] have to obtain the visual body information of the user, which may causes the invasion of visual privacy. Sonarbased approaches [3] , [4] would not make users under visual surveillance, however, they require high-cost and cumbersome hardware. Wearable sensor-based approaches [5] , [6] , though are light and visual information-needless, they face the flaws of limit of sensing range and relatively bad user-friendness.
Later on, with the rapid development of the wireless sensing technique, a more promising and attractive solution becomes WiFi signal-based non-intrusive gesture recognition. For instance, E-eyes [7] is the pioneer to utilize WiFi signal as gesture sensing media, which is followed by massive similar attempts such as WiGest [8] , WIMU [9] and CSI-Net [10] . However, traditional solutions only focus on the high recognition accuracy under single domain but neglect the impact of domain gap. If there are multiple domains involved in the recognition requirement, the recognition effectiveness would drop continuously with the increase of domains. The reason behind is that signals are not only distorted by gestures but also changed by domains. Thus, there are two gaps in the multi-domain data distribution caused by gesture difference and domain difference: gesture gap and domain gap. Traditional solutions work by utilizing the gesture gap as the boundary between gestures, yet the domain gap would make the boundary ambiguous and further reduce the recognition accuracy.
Recently, several works are dedicated to cross-domain gesture recognition. EI [11] extracts environment-independent features by using an adversarial network. CrossSense [12] utilizes transfer learning and ensemble learning to alleviate the impact of domains. WiAG [13] learns a translation function to transform data between domains. Widar3.0 [14] extracts the body-coordinate velocity profile to achieve domainindependent gesture recognition. Nevertheless, these works have obvious flaws. EI adds the constraint loss of activity percentage on the classifier, but the activity percentages may be different in different scenarios. The learning models used in CrossSense are ponderous and lack of computing-friendness. Widar3.0 is incapable to recognize static gestures because they have no velocity component. WiAG needs to generate virtual samples for all possible domains and gestures, which is not computing-friendly when domain number is large. Meanwhile, the recognition accuracies of EI and CrossSense are relatively low.
In this paper, we propose DI, which does not have above flaws but can achieve comparable recognition accuracy with Widar3.0 and WiAG. Specifically, DI utilizes a novel deep model, namely AH-Net, to convert domain-specific samples into domain-independent sample. AH-Net achieve conversion goal by leveraging the technique of fast gradient sign methodbased adversarial sample to eliminate the domain gap. After conversion, k-nearest neighbours (KNN), support vector machine (SVM) and convolutional neural network (CNN) are all options which can be used as gesture recognizer.
We evaluate DI with ten gestures and ten domains. The experiment results show that DI can reach the accuracy of 87.13%, 90.12% and 94.45% on KNN, SVM and CNN, which outperforms previous works. In summary, our contributions are listed as followings:
• We proposes a novel framework named DI to achieve domain-independent gesture recognition.
• We propose a novel deep model, namely AH-Net, to convert domain specific samples into domain-independent samples.
• We conducted experiments with ten gestures and ten domains, the results show that DI can achieve the accuracy of 94%+, which outperforms existing works.
II. RELATED WORK
Learning-based RF technique: With the development of deep learning, massive works have utilized deep model to solve tough problems in RF sensing. CSI-Net [10] is a novel convolutional neural network (CNN)-based deep model specifically designed for WiFi-based gesture recognition. Personin-wifi [15] devises a U-net based deep model to estimate fine-grained human skeletons and gestures. Wang et al. [16] leverage CNN to localize the in-air input written in front of a tag array. E-eyes [7] employs commercial WiFi system and Knearest neighbours algorithm to conduct activity recognition. wang [17] use HMM as learning model to identify activities, the input feature is the power distribution extracted from Doppler frequency shift components. Wisee [18] also uses Doppler frequency shift to achieve whole-home and devicefree activity recognition.
Different from above works, DI is the pioneer that proves the avalibility of adversarial sample technique in RF field. Meanwhile, DI not only focus on recognition accuracy but also the cross-domain ability.
Domain-independent RF techniques: Recently, researchers have noticed the drawback of the diversity caused by multi-domain settings and proposed several solutions. Butterfly [19] overcomes the diversity of environments in RFID identifications by using a pair of tags which nearly experience the same environment. Virmani [13] shows that one can leverage a translation function to map signals to target domain features. In order to obtain the ability of activity recognition in multiple environments, EI [11] utilizes an adversarial network to extract environment-independent features from original signals. CrossSense [12] simultaneously utilize transfer-learning and ensemble learning to achieve cross-site activity recognition. Zheng et al. [14] first propose the concept of body-coordinate velocity profile (BVP) and extract BVP from Doppler frequency shift to cross-domain recognize gestures.
Different from EI. DI does not add any loss constraints on activity number rate. Moreover, the multiple algoritms in CrossSense makes it less explainable and cost much time during training, yet DI only employs one model. BVP is an effective way for dynamic gesture recognition. However, it can not work on static gestures like DI can do.
III. MOTIVATION AND PRELIMINARY
In this section, we first introduce the impact of domain in RF-based activity/gesture recognition. Then we briefly introduce the principle and the application of FGSM. 
A. The impact of domain
Though RF-based activity/gesture recognition has been pervasively studied in recent years, the practical use and landing are not well promoted. The reason behind is the diversity of the implementation domain, including person domain and environment. Since each specific domain has its own unique signal embedding scheme, in different domains, even the same gesture would yield different signal distortions. In this case, two signal measures of the same gesture, which are collected in two different domains, have a domain gap between each other. If those two signals are collected under not only different gesture settings but also different domian settings, there will be two categories of gaps between them: domain gap and gesture gap. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we plot some signal samples after dimension reduction by t-SNE [20] . Different colors represent different gestures and different patterns represent different domains. Apparently, signal samples which belong to two gestures are divided into four clusters according to both the diversity of gestures and the diversity of domains. However, normal learning algorithm can only learn the gap between gestures yet neglect the gap between. Thus, normal learning algorithm can not deal with multi-domain signals. Motivated by this issue, we propose DI to eliminate the gap between domain by adding domain-eliminating factors. In this way, even traditional machine learning algorithms are qualified to recognize activities/gestures domain-independently.
B. Fast Gradient Sign Method
Adversarial sample attack falls into two categories according to whether the attacker has knowledge about the target model architecture or not: whitebox attack and blackbox attack. Fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [21] is one of the classic whitebox adversarial sample generation methods. Basically, adding perturbation on normal sample is the core of FGSM. This perturbation is calculated based on the signs of gradients. Specifically, the procedure to generate a adversarial sample by using FGSM can be segmented into three steps: 1) Training a normal deep model M which can correctly classify sample x. 2) Calculating the gradient map of x by back propagating on M and obtaining the sign map s of this gradient map. 3) Determining a factor and calculating x a by:
If x a is incorrectly classified by M , X a is qualified as an adversarial sample towards model M .
Interestingly, in DI, the sign map of the gradient map is leveraged as a domain gap eliminator (DGE) rather than a deep model adversarial sample generator.
IV. DI OVERVIEW In this section we first briefly introduce the workflow of DI and then each module of DI is elaborated.
As shown in Fig. 2 , DI contains two modules: data acquisition and AH-Net processing. Data acquisition is utilized to collect raw CSI data and conduct preprocessing of donoising. The output of data acquisition, denoised amplitude, is the input of AH-Net processing. AH-Net processing aims to generate DGE for each original domain-specific sample. Afterwards, traditional machine learning algorithm and deep learning model are all optional gesture recognizer. The details are elaborated as followings:
• Data acquisition: This module is the first module of DI. Due to that DI is a learning-based system, training set collection is the first step of data acquisition. In this step, signals are collected when the user is acting a gesture between the transmitter and the receiver. Then signals are transformed as CSI data by using CSI tool [22] . Afterwards, CSI data is denoised through filtering. Kalman filter [23] is an outstanding candidate in our empirical study. Further, DI calculates amplitude for each CSI sample and inputs amplitude samples into next module.
• AH-Net processing: In this module DI mainly trains the core of DI, namely AH-Net, and generates DGE for each sample. Specifically, DI first accepts the amplitude samples which are outputted from data acquisition module as training set. Since AH-Net is mainly composed of a DCNN, i.e., domain DCNN, DI sufficiently trains the DCNN by using the training set. Thereafter, DI achieves the ability of DGE generation for any sample. Actually, AH-Net is the tool of DI to calculate DGE. In case each sample is added by its corresponding DGE, each sample becomes domain-independent. Afterwards, DI can select one of the learning algorithms from KNN, SVM and CNN as final recognizer. Comparing with KNN and SVM, CNN can reach higher recognition accuracy. However, KNN and SVM are more lightweight. The final recognizer can be determined according to the configuration of the application scenario.
V. METHODOLOGY This section elaborates the training set construction method in the first part. Then the architecture of AH-Net is introduced in detail. At last, we introduce the optimization objective function and training method. We arrange the details of DI usage in the last part. 
A. Training set construction
Training set is of importance for a learning-based algorithm. The training sample of DI is special because domain is also a recognition target except for gesture. Specifically, each training sample has two labels: domain label and gesture label. When collecting training samples, each gesture is posing in every domain for several times. If there are 10 gestures and 10 domains, training set should contains 10 × 10 categories of training samples. After marking each sample with two labels, training set is constructed and utilized for domain DCNN training and gesture recognizer learning.
B. AH-Net architecture
As shown in Fig. 3 , AH-Net mainly has a domain deep convolutional neural network and a procedure of domainindependent sample generation. Domain DCNN has three convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization function and a ReLU activation function. The kernel sizes of the first, the second and the third convolutional layer are 16 × 3 × 3, 32 × 3 × 3 and 64 × 3 × 3 respectively. Each fully connected layer is followed by a Sigmoid activation function to increase nonlinearity.
The procedure of domain-independent sample generation is composed of three steps. First, for a sample x, DI obtains sign map for input x through backpropagation in well-trained domain DCNN. Then the sign map is multiplied by a hyperparameter α, which generates a DGE for x. At last, x is added by the DGE and becomes a domain-independent sample. 
C. Objective function and training method
Objective function: For domain DCNN, DI utilizes cross entropy loss to optimize it, which can be formulated by:
In this formula, N is the number of domains. y c is the indication variable and P c denotes the probability that the input is classified as domain c. If the the user chose CNN rather than KNN and SVM as the final gesture recognizer, the optimization objective function of gesture CNN is cross entropy loss as well, which is represented by:
where M is the number of gestures. y c and P c have similar representations with them in Eq. 2.
Training method: There are two parts of learning -based model need to be trainined in DI. DI first trains the domain DCNN with training samples and their domain labels by optimizing according to above mentioned loss function. Afterwards, DI needs to select an algorithm from KNN, SVM and CNN to recognize gestures. If CNN is the final chose, it would be trained via above mentioned loss function as well.
D. DI usage
For training samples, they have two labels: domain labels and gesture labels. DI uses training samples and domain labels to train AH-Net. Then gradient map for each training sample is calculated through backpropagation. Afterwards, DI obtains sign map for each gradient map. Further, each sign map is multiplied by well-selected α and becomes a DGE. At last, each training sample is added by its own DGE and becomes a domain-independent sample. DI converts all training samples into domain-independent training samples (DITS) and trains the gesture recognizer with DITS.
When DI receives a recognition request with a CSI sample, it first processes the CSI sample and obtains amplitude sample x using data acquisition module. Afterwards, x is fed into domain DCNN and its domain y is obtained. Thereafter, DI calculates x's gradient map g and g's sign map s with the formula: in which sign(·) means obtaining the sign for each element.
x means calculating gradient map for x. f (Θ, ·, ·) represents domain DCNN. Further, a domain-independent x DI is calculated by:
At last, DI inputs x DI into gesture recognizer and obtain corresponding gesture index.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We conducted experiments with a commodity WiFi system with 10 volunteers, i.e., 10 domains, and 10 gestures. The information of 10 volunteers are displayed in Fig. 4 . The scatter plot of domains are dicentralized, which proves the validity of the domain. The hyper-parameter α is set as 0.1 by default.
Hardware: Both the transmitter and the receiver we used have three antennas. The receiver is a commercial WiFi router, the type of which is TPLink WDR7500-V3. Both the transmitter and the receiver are equipped with Atheros AR9500 Chips. We employ a computer with a i7-8700k CPU to collect signals.
Software: The operation system for signal collection is Ubuntu 14.04. We use the Linux CSI tool provided by [22] to obtain CSI measurement. The collected CSI is then processed by Matlab and Eclipse. Our deep learning model is programmed by Python language and Pytorch framework. We run the model process on CUDA8.0.
Experiment setup: As shown in the top part of Fig. 5 , the volunteer is posing a gesture between the transmitter and the receiver. Both the transmitter and the receiver are 60cm away from the volunteer and 80cm off the ground. Ten gestures from zero to nine are displayed in the bottom part of Fig. 5 .
Evaluation metric: The metric that commonly used for gesture recognition system evaluation is the accuracy, which can be formulated as:
N cor is the number of correctly recognized test samples and N all is the number of all test samples.
A. Evaluation with default α
Recalling that DI can convert each domain-specific sample into domain-independent sample, we use t-SNE [20] to reduce the dimension of four categories of domain-independent samples and plot them in Fig. 6 . Different colors represent different gestures and different shapes represent different domains. Apparently, the gap of domain is effectively eliminated.
In order to show the superiority of domain-independent samples, we separately train KNN, SVM and CNN and then display the recognition accuracy in Fig. 7(a) . Before DI processing, the accuracy of KNN, SVM and CNN are 73.63%, 56.32% and 9.89%, which are significantly low for a gesture recognition system. After DI processing, the accuracy of KNN, SVM and CNN increase to 84.65%, 84.89% and 90.92%, respectively. The noticeable increase of the accuracy indicates that DI is efficient at domain gap eliminating. 
B. Effect of α on CNN
In order to explore the effect of the hyper-parameter α on CNN, we varied α from 0.04 to 0.20 with a stride of 0.01. The experiment results are shown i Fig. 7(b) . with the decrease of α from 0.04 to 0.20, the general variation trend of the mean accuracy curve is negative, i.e., smaller α can yield higher accuracy. When α is 0.04, the accuracy reaches the maximum 94.45%. The reason that we did not reduce α since 0.04 is that the DGE is decreasingly effective when α becomes lower since 0.04. We draw this conclusion from two observations: 1) when we trained AH-Net (when α is 0.02 or 0.03) for many times, the accuracy sometimes is lower than 10% (i.e., dommain gap eliminator is sometimes ineffective), 2) when α is 0.01, the accuracy is always lower than 10% (i.e., the DGE is always ineffective). In brief, DI can bring a recognition accuracy increase of 80%+ on CNN.
C. Effect of α on KNN
Similar to the experiments on CNN, we varied α from 0.05 to 0.25 with a stride of 0.01. The experiment results shown in Fig. 8(a) . The general variation trend of the accuracy is: with the increase of α before 0.19, the accuracy is increasing, afterwards the accurac is decreasing with the increase of α. When α, the accuracy curve reaches its peak 87.33%. This accuracy outperforms EI.
D. Effect of α on SVM
Similar to the experiment on KNN, we show the results in Fig. 8(b) . The variation trend of the SVM accuracy is similar to the KNN accuracy. SVM achieves the best accuracy 90,12% when α is 0.19.
E. Comparison with existing works
We compared DI with four state-of-the-art approaches: EI, CrossSense, WiAG and Widar3.0. The comparison results are shown in Table I . S. G. P. in the first column means that static gesture is permitted. B. M. L. T. means that the number of basic learning models is less than three. G. P. C. means the gesture percentage constraint. As one can see from Table  I , DI achieve the highest accuracy and the least recognition constraints.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper first presented the concept of domain gap in WiFi-based gesture recognition and then proposed a framework DI to eliminate domain gap. DI employs a novel deep (b) The effect of α on SVM. model, namely AH-Net, to generate domain gap eliminator, further to achieve domain-independent gesture recognition. The experiments on ten domains and ten gestures show that DI can achieve the recognition accuracy of 94.45%, which is better than previous works.
